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  When Barb Evans asked me to take on the newsletter in 
February my first response was, ?Really, you want me to do 
this?? My career has been in the graphic arts, photography 
and ink jet, large format printing for 27 years at the 
University of Washington. However, March 1st was my 
retirement day and I?d been somewhat at loose ends about 
how to structure my days going forward: so I?ve come to 
look at this opportunity as a blessing. There will, no doubt, 
be many learning moments ahead as I try to wrap my head 
around all the details that make a newsletter work. Several 
of you have backgrounds that qualify you as a 
?professional? in publishing; and I would welcome your 
comments and thoughts. Please don?t hesitate to email or 
call me. 

  The initial plan is to do a quarterly, free, PDF formatted 
file that will be emailed to members. For those who want a 
printed copy there will be a link provided where you can 
order a copy from an online publisher. We still have some 
pricing decisions before the board to complete, so there 
will be more information on that to come. As I come to this 
project from the performance/ pet side of the hobby there 
is a great deal that I only have a passing acquaintance with. 
I?m hoping that the true experts among our membership 
will offer occasional articles so that all of us can learn from 
the masters. Articles in topics like grooming and training, 
Corgi history, health, breeding, herding, agility, obedience/ 
rally, nose work, notable people and dogs, or anything 
related to your life with corgis, are all welcome. 

  Just a little about me: My first corgi was a puppy, bitch 
born on Vashon Island to Paul Chen?s lovely ?Hope? in 
1999. Rugs was soon followed by a 5 month old puppy dog 
from Bob Simpson. Many pleasant years of agility and 
obedience followed. That generation is now past and I 
currently share my life with a 3.5 year old bitch from an 
Evanwhit breeding. I?ve enjoyed many Cascade Specialties 
and a couple Nationals during those 19 years as well. It?s 
amazing what a wide world can be found in loving these 
great little dogs!                                                                                                     

Edit or 's Not e Cont ent s
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No, I don?t mean living corgis, altho? one kind of leads to the other. I?m 
referring to the habit of acquiring corgi collectibles everywhere you go. 
Each and every event big enough to have vendors means you?ve got to 
make time to walk the section just in case there?s something you can?t live 
without to add to the collection.; or in the case of our competitors, to add 
to the beautiful trophies won through the years. More and more this means 
only the largest of events, or searching online ,since vendors are finding 
the prices for booth space makes it hard to make a profit. 

  My interest in corgi history has led to a couple of my favorite 
acquisitions. They may not be particularly rare but I?ve had the pleasure of 
finding and collecting each of them myself. They?ve taught me about the 
evolution of our beloved breed and broadened my respect for the people 
who?ve devoted their lives to responsible breeding. 

  Among my favorites, the first item is a 1952, hard-bound copy of The 
Corgi by Mrs Thelma Gray, Senior Kennel Club Judge, W. & R. Chambers 
LTD, London and Edinburgh, printed in Great Britain by McCorquodale & 
Co, LTD, Glasgow. Along with their well-known herding duties, Mrs Gray 
also writes of their use as gun dogs, particularly for rabbit! She also 
comments that the corgi?s primary herding use in Wales was cattle, finding 
sheep to be less suited to the corgis? personality. 

  The next item is a 3.5? cast, brass door knocker in the shape of a corgi. 
Both of the above were found in second hand stores, one in Bellingham 
and the other in Lynden, WA. I?m still seeking information about my little 
door knocker. 

  Finally, on a once in a life-time trip to England and the Cruft?s Dog Show, 
I found a tiny 1.75?, hand-painted, cast bronze corgi statue. Remarkably, 
most of the items at the show came from the USA! The vendors lamented 
the need to import. I?m sure many among you have found many lovely, 
historic or just plain entertaining corgi items that bring you so many more 
connections to the Pembroke Welsh Corgi! P- 
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  *VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: Raffle Ticket Seller, Stock 
Handler, Exhibitor Check-In, Judge Assistant 
(Timer/Certificates).  

  TOTAL ENTRY LIMIT: 30 DOGS. 

  ELIGIBILITY: Dogs must be 6 months of age, and do not 
need prior training to enter. Spayed/Neutered dogs may 
participate. Bitches, in season, may participate too, 
however, they must wait until all other dogs have finished. 
Owners need not be members of any club or organization. 

  REQUIREMENT: Dog must have a proper fitting buckle 
collar, snap lock, or slip collar, and a 6 foot leash. 

  LOCATION: ?PACKLEADER FARM? ? 14401 Crews Road 
KPN, Gig Harbor, WA 98329 (Directions will be included on 
Entry Form). 

  ENTRY FORM: Will be available after April 2nd on our 
Cascade PWCC website under ?Events?. Checks payable to 
CPWCC.  

  CLOSING DATE: All entries must arrive by JUNE 4TH, 
2018 to: Judy Gundersen, 2725 NE Rosalie Pl., Poulsbo, WA. 
98370. Questions: Please contact Judy at 
peminginpoulsbo@gmail.com, or leave a message at: (360) 
434-2369 or (360) 779-7429.  

  NOTE: If space is available after closing, ?DAY OF? 
entries will be accepted until the 30 dog limit is reached. 

April, May, June 

  9 May 2018 

 Registration opens for the Emerald Downs Corgi Races 
which will  run on August 5th, 2018. Emerald Downs has 
invited CPWCC to bring a breed booth for the day. Check 
out Emerald Downs website for more information and 
entry forms.  Contact: BarbEvans 
evanwhitpwc@comcast.net

  12 May 2018, noon 

 General Club Meeting, guests are welcome 

 Location, Johnny?s 

 5211 20th St E, Fife, WA 

   9 June, 2018 

?ROUND ?EM UP? - IT?S ALL BREED HERDING INSTINCT DAY  

  Please join us for our ALL BREED Herding Instinct 
Testing, and Raffle at PackLeader Farm in Gig Harbor, WA. 
Start time is 9:30 AM. TEST FEE: $35.00 per run for each 
dog. JUDGE: Craig Watson of Shelton, WA. 

  All QUALIFYING dogs will receive a ?Herding Instinct 
Test? certificate. Pembrokes, upon qualifying twice (Two 
entries), will receive a ?Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club of 
America? certificate. All dogs will receive a dog toy. 

U PCOM I N G EVEN TS
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We are t rying something NEW this year with our AKC 
Sanct ioned B Match!   

As an experiment to try to entice more people to this 
event, we are holding it on Thursday, August 9th, the day 
before our Specialty, Friday, August 10th, and it will be at 
the Red Lion hotel in Olympia. We are hoping the timing 
will prove attractive to our club members, and others who 
are traveling to the area for our Specialty and for the 
Nisqually shows. This event will provide a great 
opportunity to give your lovely Pems show experience 
without all the pressure of the Specialty. All classes will be 
held in the outdoor ring, located where the Conformation 
ring is normally set up for the Specialty.   

  

Match committee members include Helen Weise, Martha 
Shearer, Anne Tearse and Judy Gundersen (Chair). 
Volunteers are always welcome, especially Ring Stewards 
to assist the judges. This will be a great opportunity to gain 
some experience as a Steward without the pressure of the 
Specialty. If you can help us, email Judy Gundersen at 
peminginpoulsbo@gmail.com. 

  

Date:  Thursday, August 9th 

Place: Red Lion Inn, Olympia 

Time:  9:30 a.m. start for Obedience, followed by Rally 
and then Conformation. 

Entry fees: $9.00 per class with $6.00 for additional 
entries for the same dog 

 (In the interest of holding an orderly event, there will be 
no day-of-event entries.)   

  

Classes offered: 

  

Obedience - Debbie Addicoat  Judging 

Beginners Novice A & B 

Novice A & B 

Open A & B 

Utility A & B 

Graduate Novice 

Graduate Open 

  

Rally - Diana Simonsen Judging 

Novice A & B 

Advanced A & B 

Excellent A & B 

Intermediate 

Master 

  

Conformat ion - Ellen Perlman Judging 

4-6 month puppy 

6-9 month puppy 

9-12 month puppy 

12-18 month puppy 

Bred by Exhibitor 

American Bred 

Open 

  

Look for the CPWCC AKC Sanctioned Match Entry Forms 
in our Specialty Premium. Questions? Contact Judy 
Gundersen (peminginpoulsbo@gmail.com) 

  

Anne Tearse 
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"CPWCC BREED EDUCATION BOOTH"  AND " MEET THE BREED" 

took place on March 10th and 11th during the Seattle Kennel Club dog show.  

This event, which helps satisfy one of the AKC requirements for our club, always attracts the people who are 
interested in purchasing the correct dog breed for their family, and observing them in action whether in 
conformation, rally, obedience, agility, or on one of our grooming tables. 

            Our Pembroke booth is always a favorite as evidenced by the number of people visiting us, and the large crowd   
asking questions of our volunteers in the "Meet The Breed" event in which Cascade participated both days.    

I would like to thank Barbara Evans for presenting both "Responsible Dog Ownership", and Pembroke 
informational pamphlets to our visitors .

SEAT TL E K EN N EL  CLU B  SH OW  
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From Cheri Yates, Meet the Breed 
coordinator for SKC, 

?A huge thanks to everyone!  Once 
again we had a constant stream 
of people visiting to learn about 
the breeds!  I want to thank you 
for working your way through the 
crowds, setting up your spot, 
bringing such a lovely group of 
dogs, staying longer than your 
time slot, coming back for a 
second time slot, taking kids (and 
me) for cart rides (St Bernards) 
and all around being amazing! I 
feel so privileged to work with 
such a caring group of people.  
You are a big part of why I am so 
committed to MTB.  It means a lot 
to me  that together we can guide 
owners toward responsible 
choices where both dogs and 
people win! Does it get any better 
than that?  You are the best!? 

  

Our efforts do matter and this 
show provides one of the largest 
opportunities each year to 
showcase the full range of talents 
and qualities found in Pembroke 
Welsh Corgis and for the public to 
meet their passionate owners/ 
breeders .   

  P- 

Gendersen, participated with a 
breed booth throughout the 
weekend. But first came bath day 
for all our corgis who will be 
working in the booth!  

  Booth set-up began on Friday at 
about 3p. It took 4 vehicles, 4 
volunteers, 3 hours and a tag 
team of wheeled vehicles to 
transport everything into our 
booth space. Organization, 
construction, and decoration 
followed. 

  About a dozen dogs from 4 
month old puppies to 11 year old 
seniors spent their time beguiling 
the public. Some then did 
double-duty by competing in the 
breed ring or SKC?s scheduled 
?Meet the Breed? appearances 
down on the main floor. Thanks 
to all who came by to help out in 
our efforts to educate and 
provide information to those 
interested in our favorite breed. 

She has chaired this section of our 
breed education booth for many 
years as well as providing her own 
Pembrokes as breed examples. 

  Special KUDOS to our volunteers 
who participated in this event: Patti 
Doll, Grant Sulham, Angie and Cliff 
DesPeaux, Michael Burk, Jan Gill, 
Anne Tearse, Adora Lanphere, Dorcas 
Chow, Kathleen Mallery, Connie, and 
Judy/Charles Gundersen. 

  Also, I wish to recognize Barbara 
Koski for again loaning her small 
grooming table to us.  It is an ideal 
size for small children and people in 
wheelchairs to view our wonderful 
Pems at eye level, and be able to pet 
them too. 

  Our Raffle Rescue was new this 
year, and I thank Helen Weise and 
Barbara Evans (Gorgeous baskets), 
and Dorcas Chow (Dog crates 
complete with pads and toys) for 
their wonderful donations. CPWCC 
Rescue earned $276.50. Ways and 
Means sold items totaling $442.00. 

  Judy Gundersen

 

Breed Booth, SKC, 2018 

  Thursday afternoon was time to 
begin the run-up for this year?s 
Seattle Kennel Club Show 
scheduled for the weekend of 
March 10th and 11th. Cascade 
Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club, with 
the experienced guidance of 
Ways and Means chairman, Judy 

 "Once again we 
had a constant 

stream of people 
visiting to learn 

about the breeds!"   
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SKC 2018 Breed Ring Winners 

  

Saturday, 

Best  of Breed 

GCHS CH Mischief Afoot Arrow?s Solid Alibi. 8/24/14. Brdr: 
Kathleen Y Kirby, Steven D Kirby. BCHG CH Pennyshire Solid 
Alibi- Westbourn?s Briar Rose. Owners: Rob Wilson, Michelle 
Wilson. Agent Collen Stone (Dog) 

  

Winner?s Dog 

Afara Country Roads. 6/29/15. Brdr: P Chen. CH Rosewood 
Set Sail- Afara Zipadeedoodah. Owners: J Miller, P Chen 

  

Winner?s Bitch 

London Lane Truffles. 5/26/16. Brdrs: Lynne Alioth, Kelly 
Knuteson. Major Point Birdman- CH Timberside Along 
London Lane. Owner: Lynne Alioth 

  

Sunday, 

Best  of Breed 

(*) GCH Wanderpond Philm Star HSAS CGC NF. 1/28/12. 
Brdrs: Gay Gausman, Reggie Gausman. CH Wanderpond Phil 
Harmonic- CH Kelltique Wanderpond Flew D Coop. Owners: 
Shawna Arent, Gay Gausman. (Dog) 

  

Winner?s Dog 

(*) Anlen We?re In The Money. 5/8/17. Brdr: Elena Stangel CH 
Ashbyrn Dream Weaver- Anlen Never Forget. Owner: Elena 
Stangel 

  

Winner?s Bitch, Best  of Winners 

Merit That?s Not What I Herd. Brdr: Randee Blume. GCH 
Woodsedge Brylea Noir Like Me- CH Merit?s Enough About 
You. Owner: Randee Blume. 
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Puppy Eye Exam 

  Most breeders check the eyes of their puppies for genetic 
abnormalities before they go to their ?forever homes.? One of the 
best opportunities to have this test done takes place at local vet 
hospitals who offer a ?Breeder?s Day? where all of the tests are done 
by a group of specialists doing nothing but testing for the entire day.  

  We arrived at Steamboat Animal Hospital in Olympia, WA with 4 
puppies and an adult for eye exams in early March. The exam can 
only assess dogs for the presence or absence of observable 
hereditary eye disease. Dogs with normal eye exams will receive an 
OFA eye certification number good for one year. 

  Dr Maxwell, a veterinary ophthalmologist, checked the puppies 
eyes then administered eye drops to dilate the pupils. Half an hour 
later she used indirect ophthalmoscopy and slit lamp biomicroscopy 
to finish the exam. The ophthalmologist was looking for: 

 1 Keratoconjunctivitis sicca (KCS) 

 2 Cataract 

 3 Lens luxation or subluxation 

 4 Glaucoma 

 5 Persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous (PHPV) 

 6 Retinal detachment 

 7 Retinal dysplasia 

 8 Optic nerve coloboma 

 9 Optic nerve hypoplasia 

10 Progressive Retinal Atrophy (PRA) 

  Presence of any of these conditions prevents eligibility for an OFA 
CAER number. Dr Maxwell completed the OFA exam form for each 
dog, giving us a copy, indicating any observable conditions. Breeding 
advice was offered based on the Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club of 
America guidelines. Finally she sent in the forms for the OFA 
database.  

  For the informed puppy buyer, this test is a good indication of the 
breeders health screening efforts. For breeders it?s a valuable piece of 
information to assist in breeding decisions.  P-

The exam can only 
assess dogs for the 

presence or 
absence of 
observable 

hereditary eye 
disease.  
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Training Day

Intl CH,U CH Evanwhit Koskor Windchimes, RN, HSAs, HIAs, OAP, OJP, OFP, 
BA-1, NJC, NAC, OAC, XGT-N, HP-N 

Windy will be 11 years old in a few weeks. As long as she wants to work, we?ll take 
classes. She herds 2 days a week. Her primary goal for this year is to get her ?started? 
title on ducks. After that the goal is simple- to increase her herding skills at the 
advanced level. She?s also working to compete in Rally. Barb Koski, 

Note: Windy and Barb do their herding training at Melinda Galt?s facility in 
Maple Valley. Melinda is accepting new beginning students for the months of 
April and May. Call her at 425-432-7463 to inquire. 



Where can I t rain?
Finding places to pract ice, with dist ract ions 
that  might  be encountered in the actual 
event , for folks who are act ively t raining 
their dogs for performance events can be 
challenging. We soon develop short  lists of 
places that  fill the need. This is one of mine. 
P- 

Isaac Evans Park, Auburn 

29827 Green River Road SE
 19.87 acres 

Issac Evans is a wonderful park for beginning 
to intermediate performance training 
activities for dogs, altho? it?s not appropriate 
for any off-leash training since it?s not a fenced 
area. The park is lightly used in the mornings 
by the public. Afternoons can be busy in warm 
weather. You?ll find mowed lawns, natural 
areas, the Green River, sandy beach areas, 
sidewalks and paved parking. All of these 
make this park useful for outdoor obedience, 
with distractions, tracking including urban 
work, and a pleasant walk with your dog.. 

A paved trail runs around the circumference of 
the park. The woods on the outside perimeter 
of the trail remain in their natural condition. 
Scattered throughout the grassy space on the 
inside of the trail are clusters of picnic tables, 
a picnic shelter, restroom facilities and 
playground equipment. 

  

Driving Directions
 
http://www.auburnwa.gov/things_to_do/parks_trails/ isaac_evans.htm 
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Grant Sulham, Vice President, CPWCC 

  My daughter got me into corgis. She presented Druid to 
me, and we became best buddies. Sadly, he died much too 
young. A few days later she called me and said we were 
going for a puppy fix. Among the kennel was Mitch. He'd 
been sold, abused, recovered, sold again and returned. 
Becky took him home to see if she could work with him. 
I'm still not sure how it happened, but I somehow agreed 
to take him ?for a week.? That was 11 years ago. I'm 
hooked on corgis. Two years ago we added a little girl 
?Anwyn.? Mitch is her uncle and has really enjoyed having 
her in the house. She?s into rally and barn hunts. 

 My second retirement was after teaching Special 
Education For 17 years. My first retirement was after 27 
years in the Army medical field. At the time of my last 
retirement my wife warned me that she didn't want me 
following her around the house. Plus I?m never able to sit 
for very long. 

 Currently I've been the Chair of the City of Bonney Lake 
Planning Commission since 2010. We work with the City 
Council on policy and land use. I'm also the secretary of 
Beautify Bonney Lake. This is reported to be the largest 
volunteer effort in the South Sound. Last September, we 
had over 600 people come and work cleaning the city. My 
pride and joy is the Bonney Lake Dog Park. Built in 2011, 
this is a unique park. It was built by volunteers using 
excess material from the city "boneyard." 

 My wife is an artist and I get a lot of jobs that start with 
?Honey, will you ...? as a defense I've started to do my own. 
Life is good. 

Meet  Our  Mem bers
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Hello CPWCC members,

As most of you know by now, this year is the 
birthday of the Cascade  club.  Our 
incorporation was 1968 even though our 
first specialty  was not until 1973.  We had 
to go through two Sanction B matches and  
one Sanction A match to qualify to have a 
specialty.  

Just to let you get some history of the club, 
we were the first club to hold  obedience 
with conformation.  We had several 
performance people in our  club when we 
started so it was fitting to have obedience 
as well as  conformation. Most of the 
charter members are no longer with us. 

Looking forward to a great year for our club.

Barb Evans, President, CPWCC

 

President 's Message



Intl CH,U CH Evanwhit Koskor Windchimes, 
RN, HSAs, HIAs, OAP, OJP, OFP, BA-1, NJC, 
NAC, OAC, XGT-N, HP-N 


